Twitter Q&A with Richard Armitage: #AskThorin 6 December 2013
@HobbitMoviesUK Richard Armitage is here to answer your questions! What do you want to ask? Tweet in now with
#AskThorin

@jkjh2811 You would rather spend time with elves or hobbits? Why? #AskThorin
Hi @jkjh2811 It’s got to be Hobbits #AskThorin
@AgzyM #AskThorin Richard, what treasure do you value so much that you'd battle a dragon for it?
Hi @AgzyM My Belstaff jackets #AskThorin
@Sif85 Richard do you prefer be a villain who become a good Guy or a good guy who become a "villain"? #AskThorin
Hi @Sif85 I think a good guy who becomes a villain #AskThorin
@thetolkienguy #AskThorin What was your favorite piece of Thorins costume to wear ?
Hi @thetolkienguy The iron boots, the toe caps are just wicked #AskThorin
@Ede1986 #AskThorin If you had to pick one of the characters from the Book/Movie that resembled you the most,
who would it be?
Hi @Ede1986 Smaug #AskThorin
@yueyangzi What's ur best memory of working with Martin Freeman and sir @IanMcKellen ? #AskThorin
Hi @yueyangzi @IanMcKellen Hanging out with Gandalf in the Prancing Pony for 2 days #AskThorin
@ardonney #AskThorin If you could hang out with Thorin for a day, what would you do?
Hi @ardonney I would get him drunk & take him to comedy store. See if i could get him to crack a smile #AskThorin
@Simbirian #askthorin Richard, how would you describe Sir Jackson in 3 words?
Hi @Simbirian Childlike, chaotic, Tea #AskThorin
@yueyangzi #AskThorin Hi, Richard! Which character in the Hobbit you want to make friends with most?
Hi @yueyangzi Smaug #AskThorin

@Oakenshits #AskThorin How do you think Thorin feels about bringing his nephews along with him on such a
dangerous quest?
Hi @Oakenshits I think he feels guilty and responsible #AskThorin
@bubblegumcity80 #AskThorin What scene from The Hobbit movie is the most difficult for you to shoot?
Hi @bluetweetrose The final confrontation with Smaug #AskThorin
@assmitage #AskThorin what matters most to you in regards to portraying thorin's character?
Hi @assmitage Understanding his rationale #AskThorin
@Aedelingerain #AskThorin What quality of Thorin was the most difficult to convey on screen?
Hi @Aedelingerain Humour #AskThorin
@Windsurferin1 #AskThorin how does it feel to see yourself on stamps coins and airplanes ?
Hi @Windsurferin1 I like the thought that someone has to lick the back of Thorin's head to post a letter #AskThorin
@yueyangzi #AskThorin Will you sing again in the next 2 films?
Hi @yueyangzi Only in the Thorin shower scene #AskThorin
@billweasleeys How was the first feeling as someone was asking you to play Thorin ? #AskThorin
Hi @billweasleeys Don't be so ridiculous, I'm 6 foot 2 #AskThorin
@healingmachine @thereallukevans I would like to #AskThorin what would Richard do with Thorin's gold and
#AskBard how Luke liked NZ?
Hi @healingmachine @TheRealLukevans I would put it in a very very high interest bank account #AskThorin
@yeskeptin #AskThorin who's your favourite dwarf?
Hi @yeskeptin Dwalin #AskThorin
@I_Love_Armitage #AskThorin if you could pick anywhere to live in Middle-Earth, which realm would you choose?
Hi @I_Love_Armitage I would choose Erebor #AskThorin
@hisung47 Hi! Richard!! What's thorin's favorite food? #AskThorin
Hi @hisung47 Mutton #AskThorin
@StefyBianca #AskThorin Hello Richard! Did you keep a souvenir from the set?
Hi @StefyBianca @TheHobbitMovie My sword and the oakenshield, and the map and the key #AskThorin
@HobbitMoviesUK The worst & the best Thorin's character traits #AskThorin
Hi @GizGunslinger His lack of humour, his best trait is how funny he gets when he has a beer inside of him
#AskThorin
@apple_fia Do you know how many gold coins that were made for the movie? And what are they made out of?
#AskThorin #AskBard
Hi @apple_fia I think there were over a million #AskThorin
@MaryamNeon What will you miss most about Middle Earth? #AskThorin
Hi @MaryamNeon My fellow dwarves *wipes a tear* #AskThorin

@MajesticKingRA #AskThorin was dwarf boot camp tough?
Hi @MajesticKingRA Yes #AskThorin
@sekert1 #AskThorin What kind of aspect you want to learn most form Thorin?
Hi @sekert1 Courage #AskThorin
@zombiehaldir Does Thorin have any warrior ink like Dwalin that we don't know about? #AskThorin
Hi @zombiehaldir Yes, he's got a tattoo of Dwalin on his back #AskThorin
@mlle_nattyprose what type of character/role are you interested in next and in what genre? #AskThorin
Hi @mlle_nattyprose Something that doesn't involve a green screen and is my own height #AskThorin
@radioproxy Hi Richard, if you were casted in LotR instead of the Hobbit, which character would you pick to play as?
#AskThorin
Hi @radioproxy I would have liked to have played Elrond #AskThorin
@Ashtino110 What's your favorite thing to do outside of your job? @HobbitMoviesUK #AskThorin
Hi @Ashtino110 I like skiing #AskThorin
@CookieNScreen #AskThorin What would be Thorin's favourite movie? #HairyPotter?
Hi @CookieNScreen @TheHobbitMovie Ferris Bueller's Day Off #AskThorin
@I_Love_Armitage #AskThorin If you could use Gandalf's magic for ONE thing, what would it be?
Hi @I_Love_Armitage I would talk to moths #AskThorin
@naufanita #askthorin what were you feeling on the last day of filming the hobbit? :))
Hi @naufanita I was feeling every muscle in my body and it was in pain #AskThorin
@ThisIsCiara22 what's the best place in middle earth to have a drink? #AskThorin
Hi @ThisIsCiara22 @TheHobbitMovie Eri-Bar #AskThorin
[Question removed but the question was if it was Richard’s idea that Ori’s weapon was a slingshot.]
Hi @_Adorabeezle No it wasn't my idea #AskThorin
@RinaldiTommaso #AskThorin Who is the best singer among the dwarves?
Hi @RinaldiTommaso There was a big competition between Jimmy Nesbitt and Mark Hadlow #AskThorin
@Kill_Rhea #AskThorin #askBarn if you had to live with one of the dwarfs, who would it be and why??
Hi @Kill_Rhea @TheHobbitMovie It would be Bombur because he is the best cook in Middle Earth. His BBQ Chicken
is 2nd to none #AskThorin

